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81.10 Double reference principle questioned

.14 Virgin birth

83.4 Double fulfillment principle dangerous

AAM puts big space between 4:2 and what precedes.

23 "in that day" means theday I amgoing to taLk about. It may be

1) they day at the end of the ageor vomeother day.
2) the day I have just been talking about or a new day

vest expressed by the meaning "there will be a day" or I tell you, th.4.
will be a day.

84
Interpretation of lea. 4:2

84.24 Meaning of "branch" - - agriculture here
That which the Lord provides (in agriculture)
The produce the Lord has provided

A diff. heb. word froa that found in lea. 11*1

86.23 branch of the Lord and fruit of the earth are figurative rather than
literal

87.1 The whole people are taken into consideration, not just women.

.9 Meaning of "branch"

isa. 42 - "kranch" - is this figurative speech?

88 Natural meaning is agriculture; figurative of a person

.6 Three ways of interp. the verse
1) It is all literal - means agriculture
2 It is all figurative - means Messiah
5) Half and half -when Messiah is glorious and when theppoduce of

the earth is excellent. Messiah and prosperity. Poorest of the 5

.18 lea. 4:

If refers to Messiah, then "branch" and "fruit" both refer to Kim.

89. Is 4:2 Messiah or agriculture?
Most commentators wake it half and half

that the "branch of the Lord" is Messiah, but
that the "fruit of' the earth" is agriculture

.26 May be here a strong suggestion of Christ's twofold nature

90.3 Gap between vs. 1 and vs. 2 in lea. 4. Shift in attitude.

.14 cf. shift at 29*5 "and" - syntax in Heb. indicates a sharp change.

.20 Isa. 4:5-6 what time is described here? Is it literal or figurative?
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